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Jimmy Bradshaw 
NBA Concepts & Floppy Action 

NBA Offense: 

Simple scoring actions executed with great spacing to maximise on the individual skill sets of 
players in a team setting.


Don’t want a bunch of set plays which minimises an individuals talent because it clogs up 
spacing. 


A very specialised league. If you’re not a top 2 player on a team have to have a really specific job 
which you get better at. 


Offensive playbooks centered around 4 basic actions: PNRs, DHOs, Pin Downs and Post-Ups.


NBA PNR Essentials: 

Spacing, Screening Angles & Quick Decisions


When an action takes place, we don’t want anyone inside the 3PT line.


Corners first in trans. Big goes to the dunker if the duck-in isn’t available. Use the 3 in a row when 
we create an overload. 


Screening Angles = from above looking to force the defender over to get the biggest advantage. 


From below, want to screen lower hip. Don’t want to allow them to steal an under.


If they are going under, screener wants to bury the defender on the roll to re-route them and 
create lots of time and space for the shooter.
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If go under and it’s still dirty (clean would be enough space to shoot), twist to make it clean. The 
lower the screen is on the floor, the harder it is to go under 


One adjustment against teams going under can be moving the screening action to the corner as it 
makes it harder to get under and contest the shot.


Transition Offense: 

All teams run if they have numbers. Wings get to the corners, 1st big rim runs, 2nd big trails to 
opposite slot. 


Running the floor hard opens up driving lanes and create mis-match situations.


Most players 1-4 have the liberty to break-out dribble. Others fill spots.


If teams don’t have numbers in transition they flow into unscripted action which teams call 
“random” or “summertime” basketball. 


In NBA, less players crash O glass (typically just the 5) because players are so dynamic in trans. 
At other levels, e.g. college, you can send more people to the O glass because they traditionally 
just have one player who is the outlet that initiates the break. 


If ball handler goes to extreme sideline (“declares that side of the floor”), indicates he wants a 
drag-screen. This triggers empty spread with other 3 players in 3 in a row spacing. 


Drag screen sends ball handler to middle of the floor. Step-up is set with screen towards the 
baseline so it sends the ball handler towards the baseline. Good for a point guard with speed that 
can create. 


Running a get out of the empty is similar to step-up PNR because you’re sending the ball handler 
towards the baseline. Receiver must angle towards the sideline at a 45 degree angle. 


Dribble action in the NBA is a DHO to a PNR. Signal for a DHO is a “come to me” with the hand. 


Against guard to guard switches on off-ball screens look to slip.


Quick action. PG must recognise when a shooter is on the floor. We have to get them shots. Quick 
is a pin away. Recognition could be moving ball away from the side shooter is on so they have 
space to come off the pin. Likewise, if shooter is on your side, reverse it and then go and pin for 
the shooter. 


Swing action is the reversal through the trail big. 


Big-big PNR between 4 and 5 is typically just switched. They don’t get into a coverage. If you 
know they are switching, set screening angle so they can’t switch under you. 


If in lead spacing and don’t get the ball on a seal, immediately fill out to weak-side dunker. 


Empty corner DHOs tough to guard too. No one to tag after the pitch/ hand-off.


On Delay action must force them over screen. Don’t allow an easy under as they can recover and 
blow the DHO up.


“We have to program our players so they can continue to play if the intended action doesn’t 
happen.” Play with a robot/ malfunction idea? 
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Can run Delay on the strong side or weakside. When teams don’t switch hold the screen. 


Single side tag = “shake” / “spread” PNR spacing. Ball handler coming off to the “lifted/ choke” 
side where there are two offensive players. On the shake, they get x5 in the drop to retreat with 
the roll man so that x2 can stay with 2. Then they try and occupy x4 with false motion.




Try to distract the x4 so they can’t communicate the coverage to x5 that they need to drop. This 
could be done through a “fluff pindown” or similiar. 


Pin Downs and Floppy Action 

Helps get shooter going.


Gets play-makers the ball with a live dribble still to use. Can run for a playmaker vs a shooter so 
they can have an easier time creating 1v1 (use as a dynamic 1v1 with def closing out). 


Pin Down Necessities 

Proper Spacing


Screener (s) and Shooting working in tandem. Shooter must wait and set-up his man, also relying 
on screener to screen the check to get the advantage.


3 coverages we see are
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• lock and trail (vs good shooter)

• shoot the gap (vs non-shooter or to protect the paint) 

• top locking (vs great shooters)


Single Pin Down Spacing: 

Wing in corner. 4 must be strong side in-case 5 slips or rolls, and also because if 2 is coming off 
downhill, 5 can roll into the empty corner. 


1 man must be in yellow area. Must of the time x1 will plug on the “pindown pass” and shrink the 
floor to try and prevent 2 turning the corner. By having 1 in the yellow area, it prevents x1 from 
plugging and gives the 2 more time and space coming off.




Double in Down Spacing: 

Have 5 as the second screener. Makes it harder for defense to switch it.


Making Reads: 

Curl vs lock and trail. If screener def drops a shooting 5 man can look to pop.


Can peel switch it - big in a drop takes the guard curling and guard switches onto the screener. 
Look to pass to screener popping or diving, or attack the big.


Fade vs shoot the gap. Screener may need to change screening angle. 
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Can also re-screen vs shoot the gap. Either for a flare (before pass) or a ball screen (after pass). 


Top Lock: 

X5 must zone to protect against the backdoor or lob pass.


Solution can be an inside cut. Shooter must be physical and find a way to get open. Come around 
inside and then play cat and mouse game using screener for a step-up. 


Another solution is to have a shooting screener. Top locked player cuts backdoor and brings 
screener’s defender with them, leaving the pop wide open. 


If screener’s defender isn’t in a zone, look to automatic backdoor or backdoor and seal. 

Early Offense Pin Downs:  

Quick “away” action = quick pins in trans (e.g what Bucks run). Can be single or double.


Off staggers, x5 will typically be in a drop ready to peel switch if 2 turns the corner. Solution is last 
screener can stay in the slot and first screener goes down to the corner, or second screener can 
roll with the first screener staying high in the slot. 


Teams will run fluff action to get into it. E.g double drag is the fluff leading into a double stagger. 
Can use with filled or empty spread. 


Tweak the stagger by having the first player forced curl, and then the first screener comes off the 
pin from the second screener. Good against teams that don’t switch. 
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Floppy: 

Shooter can decide to use the double OR single side. 


Single side pin = shooter doesn’t come off single or double. Instead, first screener on the double 
uses the other screener on his side. Good to use vs switching. 


Playing games. Vs the switch, play “merry-go-around” with player under basket and first screener. 
Do this to create confusion. 


On a floppy, really need to pressure the point guard heavily so it’s difficult for them to make a pass 
on time on target. Could be worth putting a good passer with length at the passing spot.


Vs some floppy sets, some teams zone up. e.g. def on shooter stays on one side and allows def 
on other side to pick-up shooter. Solution here is for screener to pin low defender for easy score.


Floppy cross = receive ball on perimeter and screener’s cross-screen. This is to get a post-up. 
Can add a hammer onto this. Try to run hammer action on right side of the floor with a right-
handed passer.


Brush PNRs: 

His terminology for blurs.



